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Aversion verb form

\ ə-əvərs \ Many people find themselves confused when faced with the choice between negative and unwilling. While these two adjectives have many similarities, they are not used interchangeably. If you want to describe a negative reaction to something (such as a harmful side effect from medicines) or dangerous meteorological conditions (such as a blizzard), negatively is the right choice; you would not
say that you had a reverse reaction to medication or that there was unwilling weather. Unwilling is most often followed by the preposition of (which in she is unwilling to shellfish), but not in all cases; For example, you could describe someone as risk unwilling. Normally unwilling to denote a degree of dislike and avoidance, but when preceded by the word not (as in he was not averse to having another drink),
it can be used as a pointedly understated way of expressing an interest in something. In short, negatives tend to be used to describe effects, conditions and results; while unwillingly refers to feelings and inclinations. Definition from Wiktionary, the free dictionary Jump to navigation Jump to search From Latin aversus, past participle of avertere (two avert) Pronunciation[edit] (Received pronunciation)
IPA(key): /əˈvɜː(2)s/ Adjective[edit] averse (comparative more unwilling, superlative most unwilling) To have a repugnance or resistance in the mind. 2004, Arthur Schopenhauer, chapter 2, in essays of Schopenhauer [1]:D this is why the most eminent intellect has always been strongly unwilling to any kind of disruption, disruption and distraction, and above all to the violent disruption caused by noise; other
people do not take any special notice of this kind of thing. 1885, E. T. A. Hoffmann, The Entail [2]:I assure you, cousin, the old gentleman, answered that the baron, despite his unpleasant manner, really is one of the most excellent and kind men in the world. As I have already told you, he did not take upon himself these manners until he became the master of the entailer; before, he was a modest, gentle
youth. Besides, he is not, after all, as bad as you make him appear to be; And moreover, I'd like to know why you're so unwilling to him. As my uncle said these words he smiled mockly, and the blood rushed hot and furious into my face. Synonyms: disliking, disinclined, fromward, unwilling, reluctant, disgusted turned away or backwards. The tracks unwilling a lying alert gave, / And led the viewfinder
backwards from the cave. (obsolete) Located on the opposite side (to or from). (heraldry) Turned to show your back, like by a right hand. Notes[edit] The concepts negative and unwilling are sometimes confused, although their meanings are somewhat different. Adverse most often refers to things, denoting something that is in opposition to someone's interests - something one might refer to as an adversity
or adversary - (unfavorable winds, an attitude that is negative for our ideals). Averse usually refers to humans, and implies that one has a distaste, or aversion to anything (a leader unwilling to war; an investor unwilling to risk taking). Unwilling is most often used in a construction that I am unwilling to .... Adverse pops up less often in this type of construction, describes a person instead of one thing, and
should bear a meaning of actively opposed instead of having an aversion courage. Unwilling from is an older form, which corresponds to the modern unwilling to. Derived concepts[edit] averset's risk-averset unwilling [edit] Translations[edit] Verbs[edit] averse (third-person singular simple current averse, current participle aversing, simple past and past participle aversed) (transitive, obsolete, rarely) To turn
away. 1808, 1808, 1808, 1 The Harlelic miscellany: [...] and, in this panegyrick of Teutonick blood, I have so prolixly insisted, not only to vindicate our own, as to be a stream of the same, and to evince the nobility thereof, but withal to convince the folly of these misery among us, which avert our doing so much sticks to, and dote on descents from France and Normandy. 1859, The Yale Literary Magazine,
volume 24, number 7, page 302:The disadvantages of desing from secret marriages are pointedly depicted in the last two lines, teaching lessons of morality to all romantic babies. See also[edit] Anagrams[edit] Reaves, Seaver, Varese, As always, re-save, reaves, reaves french[edit] Pronunciation[edit] Nouns[edit] averse f (plural averse) shower, Rainshower Further reading[edit] Anagrams[edit] Latin[edit]
Adjective[edit] āverse vocative masculine singular of āversus / əˈvɜrs /has a strong sense of resistance, antipathy, repugnance, etc.; opposite (often used in combination): He is not averse to having a drink occasionally. Young Americans are more debt-ridden than older generations. First recorded in 1590–1600; from latin āversus turned away, averted (perfect participle of āvertere), corresponding ā-, prefix
and preposition + host- turn + -tus past participle suffix; see a-4 a·verse·ly, adverba·verse·ness, nounadverse, averse (see confusables note by unfavorable)averment, Averno, Avernus, Averroës, Averroism, averse, aversion, aversion therapy, aversive, aversive conditioning, avertDictionary.com Unabridged Based at Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020hostile, hesitant,
antagonistic, abhorrent, unwilling, reluctant, allergic, afraid, antipathic, on the contrary, disinclined, unallocated, inimical, nasty, perverse, unfavorable, unkind, disliking, poorly predisposedHe is single but not unwilling to become a partner, as long as she can put up with my schedule and I can put up with her. The fact is, however, that country music has always been unwilling to controversy. She is the
president of an autism organization, which is also unwilling to vaccinate, called Generation Rescue.In Iraq, it is real concern over the emergence of alnusra Front and Salafists who are most unwilling to Shiites in the region. (post-positive usually foll off to) opposite, reluctant or disgusted (out of disgust(of flowers, etc) turned away from the main stemComligere (def. 4) aversely, adverbaverseness, nounC16:
from Latin āversus, from āverters to turn from, from hosts to turnCollins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons &amp; Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012WORD BY DAYyardadjektive | [Wil-yerd ] SEE DEFINITIONPop Quiz! Choose the right word! © 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC noun
[countable, countless] jump to other results a strong feeling of not liking any/somethinga strong aversion to someone/something he had an aversion to getting up early. Additional examplesPeople can be helped to overcome their aversion to snakes. He felt an overwhelming sense of aversion to the young man standing before him. She has a deeply rooted aversion to dogs, almost amounting to a phobia.
Topics Preferences and decision-making c2Oxford Collocations Dictionaryadjectivestrongnatural pathological... verb + aversionaversion + noun positionSee full entryWord Originlate 16. (originally denotes the action of turning away or averting one's eyes): from Latin aversio (n-), from averters, from ab- 'from' + hosts 'to turn'. See aversion in the Oxford Advanced American DictionarySee aversion in oxford
learner's Dictionary of Academic English avert (transitive) To turn aside or away. (transitive) To avert, or prevent, the occurrence or effect of. (unforgiating, archaic) To turn away. (transitive, archaic) To turn away. Synonyms: prevent, avoid, forestall, exclude, stop, frustrate, help, obviate, divert, head off, fend off, deter, divert, foil, fend, stop, shunt, turn, veer, fend off, ward off, stray, nip in the bud, exclude,
slide aside, swing from, block, prevent, prevent, check, arrest, inhibit, restrain, hold back, baulk, hold off, balk, ban, intercept, bypass, put an end to, curb, inhibit, counteract, shut out, put an end to, anticipate, debar ... More Examples: A vigilant driver managed to stop the locomotive and avert a major disaster. They don't make for pretty reading, and some of you may want to fend off your eyes now. He
announced yesterday that almost 100 tonnes of food had to be sourced to ward off the threat of starvation in the affected areas. averruncate (transitive) To avert; (transitive) To mess up. averted simple past and perfect participle of avert synonyms: helped, avoided, abated, stopped, escaped, avoided, prevented, abstained, abstained, refrained, bypassed, controlled, derived, desisted, derived, ducked,
avoided, escaped, perked, walked around, walked up, excluded, resisted, restrained from, shirked from, shirked, shaken off, shrunk from, walked away, jumped, jumped on, skirted, stayed away from, steered clear, steered clear of, resisted, broke the habit with, fought off, persevered from, got out of, held off, held off, kept from, neutralized, shunned, averted, averted, averted, held off, held off, kept from,
neutralized, shunned, averted, averted, averted, arrested, blocked, checked ... more unwilling (transitive) To turn away. averruncates Third-person singular present of averruncate averses third-person singular present of averse averruncated simple past tense and past participle of averruncate averts Third-person singular present of avert Synonyms: prevents, avoiding, forestalls, excludes, stops, frustrates,
helps, prevents, diverts, heads off, fender, deterrence, foils, forfends, stops, shunts, turns, veers, departments of, fends off, disregard, nips in the bud , excludes, pushes aside, turns from, blocks, prevents, prevents, prevents, prevents, checks, arrests, holds back, holds, holds off, holds off, intercepts, baulks, balks, curbs, puts an end to, prohibits, bypasses, prevents, expecting, counter contacts, counters,
defends against, turns aside ... several examples: Sallow-faced Salome fends off her scheming eyes from what she has caused. Hard and social science will, of course, evolve even if the Supreme Court averts its eyes. The results are immediate and it averts closing day disasters. averteth (archaic) third-person singular simple present of avert avertest (archaic) second person singular simple present by
fending off synonyms: prevent, avoid, forest sewing, exclude, stop, frustrating, help, obviating, divert, on the way off, spelling, deterrence, diversion, foiling, fencing, punching, shunting, turning, veering, averting, fending off, fighting, siping, nipping in the bud, excluding, pushing aside, turning away from, blocking, preventing, thwarting , obstructing, checking, arresting, holding back, inhibitor, holding off,
holding off, intercepting, bowing, balking, mute, putting an end to, bypassing, preventing, anticipating, counteracting, defending against, forbidding, aside turning ... More examples: You can chew on the irony of icon-maker MTV presenting this performance when you fend off your eyes during the extended operating scenes. I expect to fend off my eyes from a commercial that made children play adults in a
role-playing scenario. But American journalists are breeding their eyes so they don't stumble upon a story.
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